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Chemical speciation and speciation analysis of trace metals,
concepts introduced more than 30 years ago, have evolved
rapidly from toxicity and environmental fields to bioscience
and biomedicine.

Nature has learned to use metals, even at very low levels,
for very important biological functions, many of which are
accomplished in the end through appropriate proteins.
Therefore, metallo-proteins and their functions in life have
become a hot topic in the field of speciation of biologically
important heteroatoms (metals and semi-metals) naturally as-
sociated to proteins. To tackle such studies, hyphenated sepa-
rations with ICP-MS elemental detection (e.g., HPLC-ICP-
MS) are the tools-of-the-trade, providing new insights to un-
derstand the role of metals in biology and medicine [1].
Traditionally, however, sulphur and phosphorous, two non-
metallic, very relevant Bheteroatoms^ (that is, elements other
than the frequently found C, H, O, and N in biomolecules)
have been elusive to sensitive ICP-MS determinations.
Fortunately, the recent introduction in the market of the ICP-
MS(Q,Q,Q), which uses a triple quadrupole as mass analyser
for the ICP ion source, has enabled S and P elemental analysis
at very low limits of detection (one to two orders of magnitude
better than common quadrupole instruments). This sensitive P
and S detection could extend substantially the usefulness of
ICP-MS in protein analysis.

In fact, heteroatom-tagged targeted proteomics via ICP-MS
[2] is proving to be invaluable for the screening of biologically
relevant heteroatoms in complex mixtures of proteins and for

Babsolute^ quantifications of a known panel of targeted pro-
teins (e.g., panel of biomarkers). Quantitative basic parameter
evaluation in biological sample treatments and work-flows, in
the activities of enzymes, as well as element effects in living
organisms after administration of drugs or element supple-
mentation are fields that have steadily increased in the last 5 y.

No doubt, phosphorous, sulphur, selenium, and, to a lesser
extent, iodine, are the most promising natural tags for direct
protein Babsolute^ quantifications, provided that the retention
time and their stoichiometry within the targeted protein is
known. Worth mentioning these days is the possibility to
achieve absolute quantification of the protein (via determina-
tion of the S in biomolecule) and, virtually in a simultaneous
manner, the determination of its total phosphorylation (global
phosphorylation degree) by measuring the P/S intensity ratios
in the desired protein. Both parameters, absolute protein con-
tent (via S) and global phosphorylation degree of such protein
(via P/S measurement), can be obtained with a modern ICP-
MS(Q,Q,Q) at very low level and without resorting to any
specific standard of the sought biomolecule (just using generic
S and P standard calibration of the ICP-MS).

Of course, hetero-atom-tagged analysis requires a hetero-
atom, but if it is not naturally present in the protein(s), the
biomolecule can still be labeled chemically with bifunctional
reagents containing the heteroatom (detected by ICP-MS) and
a biomolecule recognition moiety (e.g., an antibody).

This is a very similar approach to labeling in molecular
mass spectrometry (e.g., ESI-MS), where using enriched
non-metal isotopes for relative quantifications are common-
place (e.g., ICATor SILAC techniques). When using ICP-MS
for detection, a previous selective flow separation (e.g.,
HPLC) or, alternatively, a bioassay, are needed for adequate
recognition of the required biomolecule (e.g., antibody re-
agents bound to the heteroatom tag). This second alternative
of using bifunctional element/isotope coded affinity tags is
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now booming in the field of targeted proteomics with ICP-
MS. Such a promising tool, combining ICP-MS detection
with immunoassays recognition, seems to offer notable and
distinct advantages versus natural tags. Among them, I would
underline the following: (a) increases in selectivity because of
the biorecognition reaction; (b) new ways to achieve strong
enhancements of the ICP-MS sensitivity and, so, of protein
detection limits; (c) multiplexing capability, as we may take
advantage of the multi-elemental/multi-isotopic character of
the ICP-MS (with an excellent elemental mass resolution to
avoid spectral overlaps); (d) improved measurement robust-
ness derived from the Bhard^ ion source used; (e) straightfor-
ward novel applications of the isotope dilution analysis (IDA)
concept and techniques [3]. This last aspect is critical to
achieve Babsolute^ quantification of targeted proteins [2]
and is gaining momentum as it could provide important ad-
vances in bioscience and biomedicine. Thus, an appropriate
and controlled heteroatom labeling of proteins, e.g., via lan-
thanide polymer chelating probes [4], offers methodical ana-
lytical advantages compared with natural tags. In this line, the
so-called Bmetal-coded affinity tag^ (MeCAT), as inspired in
the more common ICAT concept, should be mentioned be-
cause it may facilitate the important steps of protein
preconcentration before final MS detection.

In any case, in contrast to natural metal tags enabling
metallomics direct studies with ICP-MS, the labeling ap-
proach cannot offer direct information of the measured het-
eroatoms (usually non-existent) in the protein. However, la-
beling has been instrumental for the development of a revolu-
tionary alternative to flow cytometry, the so-called single cell
Bmass^ cytometry, based on ICP-MS final detection and is
invaluable to achieve indirect multiplexing (using surrogate
probes for a lot of key biological parameters to be measured
in a single cell) not only for many proteins but for RNAs as
well. In this way, further understanding of multi-parametric
biological functions by broadening the experimental toolbox
for systems biology investigations is possible [4]. In this vein,
a bright future awaits these days for ICP-MS labeling using
similar bifunctional approaches but with metal NPs as labels
instead of metal-chelating polymers, for innovative further
amplifications of ICP-MS signals. Such achievable extreme
sensitivity has proven to be decisive in determining early
alarm biomarkers of diseases (e.g., cancer and ocular dis-
eases). This promising approach is still in its infancy. For a
decisive quantum leap in the practical exploitation of NPs-
based bio-nanotools in bioscience and proteomics, further fun-
damental research on degrees of labeling, stoichiometry,
probes stability, etc. are urgently needed.

Novel applications of labeling to targeted protein analysis
are growing quickly and are not restricted to just heteroatom-
tagged determinations of protein amounts. Activity

determinations of enzymes (e.g., proteases) or multiplex de-
terminations of several DNA targets (via hybridization and
IDAmeasurements) have appeared in recent literature. In fact,
the present potential of ICP-MS has been recently demonstrat-
ed for accurate targeted cell quantifications [5] after appropri-
ate biospecific interactions of the reagent probes. More and
more complementary detectors are used to study single cells,
not just to enable simultaneous analysis of more than 30 mo-
lecular parameters in a single cell [4], but also using
trifunctional probes for revealing and counting cancer cells
(from thousands down to a few dozens of them) by the use
of ICP-MS [5]. In this sense, targeting especially relevant cells
(e.g., circulating tumor cells) could be a future application of
elemental MS, complementary to the more common ESI- or
MALDI-MS molecular techniques.

In conclusion, literature of the last 5 y demonstrates that
ICP-MS, the elemental version of molecular MS, is able to
simplify the complexity of natural protein or peptide mixtures
and so help to overcome many difficult analytical hurdles
derived from the complexity. New instrumental advances,
sample treatment methods, analytical labeling approaches,
bioinformatics, etc. are facilitating the eventual acceptance
and natural incorporation of ICP-MS into the numerous ana-
lytical fields of modern protein analysis [6].

I do expect to witness in the near future many and varied
applications of elemental MS, in particular, for Babsolute^
quantitative heteroatom-tagged targeted proteomics, a
clearly expanding field where ICP-MS offers a tailored
tool for innovative insights and applications (e.g., more
sensitive, robust, specific, and reproducible determinations
of disease biomarkers).
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